We here present our work on the solvability of completely nonhomogeneous initialboundary value problems for the Navier-Stokes equations, in general anisotropic Lp Sobolev and Besov spaces with p > 1. Introducing a new twist of the method (simplifying slightly), we can now extend the results to exterior domains, for nite time intervals.
Introduction
In a series of papers, the author has treated the nonhomogeneous Navier-Stokes problem @ t u ? u + where the general theory of 4 ], 12 ], 9 ], 6 ] can be brought into use.
Parabolic problems of the form @ t u + A(x; D x )u = f (with initial and boundary conditions) are much harder when A is of pseudodi erential type than when it is a di erential operator, since the singularity of the symbol of A at = 0 has an important e ect when there is an extra parameter-dependence (caused by @ t ). While trying to extend our results to exterior domains, we were inspired by a recent collaboration with R. Seeley 10 ] to look for simpli cations in the treatment of (1.3) such that one can take advantage of the fact that the non-di erential aspects are connected with the boundary only.
We shall show below in Section 3 how an important step in the treatment of (1.3) can be broken up into three parts, treating: (i) a classical Dirichlet or Neumann heat problem, (ii) a parameter-dependent ps. 7 ] do not seem readily extendible; and the new method is perhaps too rough. In fact, one may have to work in other spaces than those that we deal with here (e.g. homogeneous spaces or weighted spaces), to get really satisfactory results.
Results for the interior case
Consider the problems (1.1) and (1.2). Here u(x; t) is the velocity vector u = fu 1 ; : : : ; u n g, q(x; t) is the (scalar) pressure, and T k is one of the following trace operators:
T 0 fu; qg = 0 u; T 1 fu; qg = 1 u ? 0 qñ; T 2 fu; qg = ( 1 u) + 0 u ñ; T 3 fu; qg = 1 u ? 0 qñ; T 4 fu; qg = 1 u + 0 u ñ; (2.1) whereñ = (n 1 ; : : : ; n n ) is the (interior) normal at ?, v resp. v denotes the normal resp. tangential component of an n-vector eld v de ned near ?: v =ñ v; v = v ? (ñ v)ñ; (2.2) k u = @ k uj ? (with @ = P n j=1 n j @ j ), and 1 is the special rst order boundary operator de ned via the strain tensor S(u) = (@ i u j + @ j u i ) i;j=1;:::;n as 1 u = 0 S(u)ñ = 0 ? X j (@ i u j + @ j u i )n j i=1;:::;n : (2.3) For k = 0 this gives the Dirichlet problem, k = 1 and 3 give Neumann problems, and k = 2 and 4 give problems with partially a Dirichlet, partially a Neumann condition. More comments on these boundary conditions in 14 ] .
The data are assumed to satisfy div u 0 = 0; when k = 1 or 3; div u 0 = 0; 0 u 0; = 0; ' k; = 0; when k = 0, 2 or 4:
The problem is considered in anisotropic When both f and ' k are 0, one can get solutions with still more general initial data, e.g. in L n ( ), cf. 18 ] for the Dirichlet problem (n = 3), Giga- In order to use other known properties of the Laplace operator, we now make a new reduction. Write the problem (3.5) as follows: (3.15) and also with the roles of A and B interchanged. The lemma shows that (21) can ; (3.17) where the entries are of regularity 1 2 , in the sense of 4 ].
It is parameter-elliptic in the sense of 4 ], for on rays in C n R + , since this is a question of bijectiveness of certain model operators at the boundary (and certain matrices), a property that can be traced all the way from (3.4) to (3.12); the parameter-ellipticity of (3.4) was shown in 14 ], Sect. 6. This implies that for any " > 0, there is an r(") > 0 so that for any t 2 R, I + T K : B t; p (?) n+1! B t; p (?) n+1 ; uniformly for 2 W ";r(") ; W ";r(") = f 2 C j arg 2 "; 2 ? "]; j j r(") g; The latter exists since I + T K is derived from the parameter-dependent operator I + T K +% by replacing ? by i in the symbol and using a pseudodi erential de nition in one more variable; here I + T K +% is invertible for in an obtuse neighborhood of fRe 0g, and the calculus of 6 4 Exterior problems Consider now the case where is the complement of a compact set in R n , still with smooth boundary ?. We can then investigate how the method of Section 3 can be used. Applying ? div to the rst line in (3.1) and taking the normal component of the third line, we again arrive at (3.2), now an exterior Dirichlet problem for q. ; (4.14) and ! n jxj 2?n is the Newton potential (! n jxj 2?n f can be viewed as OP(j j ?2 )f). 
